Issue 133, January 2019
Hello from your latest Newsletter Editor

Meets 2019

The last time I compiled a newsletter was about 30
years ago when I was responsible for creating the
newsletter for the Leighton Buzzard branch of the
National Childbirth Trust. The content for that one
was full of reports about new adventures, meeting
new people, techniques, equipment news, social
events and adverts for used equipment. So I don’t
expect being editor of the ACC newsletter to be any
different (although I’m not sure who will be providing
the birth reports!).

When?

Where?

19-20th January 2019

Bury Hostel, Glenridding
NY 365 174 - Map OL5

16-17th February 2019

Glan Dena, Bethesda,
SH 668 606 - Map OL17

9-10th March 2019

High House, Seathwaite
NY 235 119 - Map OL4

13-14th April 2019

Fallcliffe Cottage, Grindleford
SK 240 792 - Map OL24

18-19th May 2019

Dewerstone Cottage, Dartmoor
SX 535 643 - Map OL28

8th—15th June 2019

Glenbrittle Memorial Hut, Skye
NG 412 216—Map South Skye 32

29-30th June 2019

Camping meet—TBA

13-14th July 2019

Caseg Fraith, Ogwen Valley
SH 684 601 - Map OL17

17-18th August 2019

Don Whillans Hut, Roaches
SK 005 621 - Map OL24

I look forward to talking to you about what you want
from your newsletter whenever I get chance and
nagging you to produce content to go into it. So
please make sure that you keep the club logbook up
to date and let me know if you have done anything, or
are planning anything, that might be of interest to
other club members.
Also, if there any climbers in the club who use the
UKClimbing on-line logbook, please tell me your
online name and let me have access to your logbook
so that I can use it to compile a record of club ascents.
If you don’t use it I can recommend it as a very easy
way of keeping track of your climbs.
I hope everyone has a great 2019.

14-15th September 2019 Lawrenny Millennium Hostel,
Pembrokeshire
SN 017 070 - Map OL36
19-20th October 2019

Robertson Lamb, Great Langdale
NY 304 067 - Map OL6 or OL7

16-17th November 2019

Tan-y-garth, Capel Curig
SH 737 568 - Map OL17

7-8th December 2019

Dalehead Bunkhouse, Edale
SK 103 853 - Map Dark Peak OL1

Barry

Social Events
When?

What and Where?

Last Friday of the
month

Climb and Curry, Milton Keynes
See Yahoo for details
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An apology from your Committee
Dear all,
The committee would like to apologise to all the ACC members for the way in which the granting of Paul
Turton’s lifetime membership was handled at the AGM, and for any ensuing confusion. Jenny TildenWalker, our President, acting on the spur of the moment but with every good intention, proposed that
Paul should receive a lifetime membership for his considerable contribution to the club over many years.
Normally this would have been a recommendation coming from the whole committee and listed as an
item on the agenda. Having checked the constitution there is only one mention of life membership;
article 3.3 states “Life membership of the club may be conferred in General Meeting”, but it does not
state the process by which this happens. The implication is that the decision is taken before a GM (by the
committee) and duly granted at the GM. In due course the committee will discuss whether to change the
constitution to clarify this process; however the whole committee does endorse Paul Turton’s life
membership and has ratified the award made at the 2018 AGM.
If any member wishes to comment on this matter please contact me directly.
Jenny wishes to express her sincere and abject apologies for her part in the matter.
Diccon Proctor

Chairman, Aylesbury Climbing Club

News about Green Park
In December the club received some bad news from The Adventure Learning
Charity regarding the Green Park climbing wall. The content of the letter is
reproduced below:
Unfortunately I have some bad news. Due to Bucks Scouts
refusal to assist financially with the repairs required to the
Climbing wall, the wall has now been deemed unfit for
use. As a result no groups or individuals are permitted to
climb on the wall, including ourselves.
If anything changes I will of course let you know.
Jonathon Boulton
Centre Manager Green Park

Since receiving this letter we have been in touch with Jonathon to offer assistance with the repairs process, be it on a practical basis or a
financial one. We have subsequently been informed that due to the terms of the lease between Bucks Scouts and Bucks County Council the
wall has been handed back to Bucks County Council, rather than back to the Adventure Learning Charity. As a result the future of the wall is
uncertain and the decision rests with the County Council.
We will be contacting the County Council to find out what will happen to the wall and to see if we can influence any decisions.
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ACC Committee Meeting Minutes
The following section contains edited highlights from the committee meeting minutes. If anyone is interested in seeing the
unedited minutes please contact any member of the committee.

Meeting Date: 9th October 2018
Present: Jenny Walker, Paul Turton, Richard Andrews, Adam Craig, Val Lum, Diccon Proctor
Apologies: Moira, Graham and Richard L.
NatWest now offer Internet Banking for club accounts. Many huts no longer accept cheques. Action: Richard to determine
‘rules’ of what can be paid for by direct transfer ready for notification at the AGM. A small surplus arose from meets payments
where members had paid but not turned up, but huts only required payment for numbers attending. Provisional year end
accounts were tabled. The surplus this year is expected to be larger than last year due to no subsidised training courses or
anniversary costs. Larger hut deposits are generally being required, but meet secretaries are now waiting before paying
deposits until payments are required. Mend-the-mountains donations received; cheque to be sent.

Annual General Meeting, 12th November 2018
Present: Paul Turton, Richard Andrews, Jenny Walker, Val Lum, Bob, Pam, Paul N, Alan W, Mick B, Phil P, Matt, Stephen B,
Phil S, George
Apologies: Graham, Moira D, Deb, Simon, Fiona B
Chairman Paul thanked Jenny for the food. Paul has been chairman for 8.5 years and this was his last year. There is scope for
spending some money this coming year. On-line banking is being considered. Attendance at meets has been good. Extra trips
had been taken; climb and curry continues; a new climbing wall has opened in Milton Keynes.
Treasurer's report Richard thanked Peter A for auditing the accounts. He talked about internet banking and that we would be
able to make and receive payments online. Richard provided accounts, notes and meets statistics. Membership numbers
remained steady, fees income increased following the increase in subscriptions. Larger deposits have been needed, a small
surplus (around 1%) has been made on meet fees. Richard reported a small surplus for the year in line with expectations and
that the club has adequate reserves to meet hut deposits and occasional losses on meets. A donation was made to Mountain
Rescue Council (£300) as agreed at the 2017 AGM.
Membership Secretary’s report Adam provided a handout showing annual membership history and breakdown, sources of
new members and join dates, and a map showing members distribution across the UK. Memberships were paid on time
without the late surcharge. We now have more members but fewer juniors (juniors are not actually members, only their BMC
fee is paid). We have eight new members and seven non-renewals. New members are finding the club through the website.
Meets Secretaries reports In 2018 we revisited some traditional mountain huts from the past. January was oversubscribed but
Diccon obtained access to Glan Dena at short notice. Split meets are not ideal but useful in these circumstances. Applecross
was an excellent alternative to Glen Coe. Camping meets were not well attended.
Social Secretary’s report Jenny asked if anyone wanted the role. Slide shows were amazing.
Newsletter Editor’s report Richard L thanked Richard A for the handover and templates that have made this role easier. He
asked the membership what they thought of an idea to put the articles together into an annual book/print. The log book
contents are needed for the newsletter and this is not always being filled in without reminders. Interest in the newsletter is
reducing however looking back at old photo albums seemed to be very popular at the Family Meet.
Ratification of president The ratification of Jenny’s continuing role as president was approved by the club.
Committee nominations The following members of the committee offered themselves for re-election:
Jenny Walker President & Social Secretary
Moira Domican 2019 Meets Secretary Val Lum Secretary
Adam Craig
Membership Secretary
Richard Andrews Treasurer
These were all accepted by the club.
Diccon Proctor was nominated as Chairman (proposed by Paul Turton, seconded by Peter Collins).
Richard Lodge was nominated as Meets Secretary (proposed by Bob Lee, seconded by Paul Turton).
Barry Wright was nominated as Newsletter Editor (proposed by Diccon Proctor, seconded by Kay Wright).
These were accepted by the club.
Proposals There were no proposals from the membership. The following proposal were made by the committee:
That subscriptions will remain at £30 per adult. Junior members pay only the BMC subscription, currently £9.
That a donation of £300 is made to the Mountain Rescue Council (MRC) in accounts year 2018/2019.
These were all adopted. It was noted that we might be able to gift-aid our donation.
Continued on page 7
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Moonraker - not your typical climbing day
The first time I heard about Moonraker was on a camping trip at Pedro’s house in South Devon. Steve Newman and Rowland
were discussing it and at the time it seemed out of my league (HVS 5a with a committing approach) so I just logged it for
another time…
Roll forward 20 years and with a lot more climbing experience and a healthy
appetite for sea cliffs, it was time to give it a go. October 2017, 8am on a very
chilly blustery autumn day. Barry and I had managed the awkward Diff grade
down-climb to the sea ledges and had got a bit spooked by the look of the
tricky severe grade traverse around the Great Cave to get to the start of the
climb. The tide was turning and it looked like the stance was going to be
under water soon. Whilst debating this, another pair abseiled in and set up
their anchor on the start, a narrow ledge 3m above the sea. We’d been
looking at the wrong stance at sea level! Decision made - there was no way
we would have time to do the climb as well as them, so we opted to watch
and learn for another time...
Aug 25th 2018. Rather unusually we’d chosen to go back to Torquay on an
August bank holiday. Our decision was forced somewhat by the fact spring/
summer nesting bird restrictions mean you can only access the climb Aug-Oct
(after that it’s too cold), and you need a very low tide to traverse the Great
Cave without getting wet. So Aug bank holiday it had to be. We had nearly
aborted the whole trip because Sundays’ forecast was very poor, so we only
had Saturday to play with or a very late trek home on Monday. As low tide
was midday we treated ourselves to a full “double portions” breakfast at our seaside guesthouse. With no hostels/bunkhouses
nearby we went for a budget hotel and ended up going back in time to the 60’s with chintzy décor, doilies at the breakfast
table, weird flamingo statuettes in the garden and train memorabilia everywhere. Not your typical climbing hut experience!
Feeling a bit overfull we drove up to the car park at the top of the Old Redoubt cliffs. The old Napoleonic forts serve as a
backdrop to what is now a country park with fabulous sea views. It’s accessible to every man, his multiple dogs, extended
family and all-terrain pushchairs. So it’s a bit odd leaving the car park wearing ballet style rock shoes, a helmet and carrying
several kilos worth of metalware and a climbing rope - not your typical apparel for a Sunday stroll.
It’s a very short walk down a steep grassy slope to the gearing up point 25m above the sea. We immediately got “the gloom”
because one party of three were ahead of us and several sacks were stashed there. We thought our chance of being first on
the route had gone and possibly even the chance of doing Moonraker at all before the tide came in. Anticipating a long queue
we geared up anyway and scrambled down to the Great Cave. There was no one in sight – they had all gone off to do deep
water soloing – the crag was ours! Low winds, bright weather, a receding tide and we had three green lights to Go, GO, GO!
The Great Cave traverse is intimidating but if in doubt you could
rope up. You clamber over damp rocks to the very depths of the
cave then climb back out along jagged strata, most of which is
overhanging. There are some good juggy edges but it’s easy to
dip your feet into the sea, as I found out. Re-emerging from the
lip of the cave you are temporarily blinded by the eastern sun,
making it tricky to see where to go. The final pull up to the
stance necessitates a few steep moves at V Diff up a groove then
a shuffle left to a reasonable narrow ledge. From here it’s hard
to see the route because of the steepness of the cliff so it’s a
good tip to ponder the route from the ledges at the bottom of
the down-climb first.
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Pitch 1 involves steep 5a climbing up a rising rightwards
traverse towards a vertical layback crack. The crack is pumpy
but has some decent juggy scooped out pockets, hand-jams
and short layback sections to make life a little easier. From a
ledge the second pitch starts up a 4c corner crack, and then
delicately traverses across shallow and rounded horizontal
breaks to a triangular pedestal. The third pitch goes up
another long groove and has a very steep start. You layback
up the first corner crack for 5m until you can get into a more
comfortable bridging position. Looking back to Barry from here
I suddenly realised the pedestal he was belaying from didn’t
look like it was attached to the main cliff by much and it was a
sheer 120ft drop down to the sea. Was it just an optical
illusion? I didn’t wait to find out and kept on climbing.
The last pitch follows steep corner cracks and a canny use of jams, edging and bridging
takes you to within a few metres of the top. Here the holds thin out and a few delicate
high step-ups enable you to find the hidden letterbox slot and surmount the final slight
bulge. A wide grassy ledge awaits and a metal “flagpole” for an anchor brings welcome
relief. Belaying Barry up the last pitch you realise how steep the cliff is because you
can’t see your second for most of it and definitely can’t see the base.
We topped out by early afternoon and elected not to do another climb (not a typical
Diccon decision!). Instead we sat and chatted to the DWS soloers at the gearing up
ledge and then walked down to Brixham harbour for a couple of ciders - definitely not a
typical finish to a day’s climbing, but a very satisfying one after a twenty year wait!
Footnote to route name: Moonraker means someone who is raking a pond to get the
“silver disc” of treasure, i.e. a person striving after the unattainable.
For a great article and video of the 50th anniversary repeat of Moonraker see:
https://www.ukclimbing.com/articles/features/moonraker_-_the_first_ascent_of_the_old_redoubt-9899
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The ACC Annual Awards 2018
The tradition of handing out awards to club members at the annual Christmas Dinner was handed down to Diccon,
our new Chairman, this year. Here is a summary of the awards (plus the surprise one from the ex-Chairman).

Special Mention
Paul Turton After 8.5 years as chairman Paul stood down in 2018. He has been an ACC member for 47 years and has made
a big contribution to the club including holding numerous committee positions and teaching the art of climbing to numerous
people at the, now defunct, Aylesbury College climbing wall.
AWARD: a “Golden Handshake”, i.e. a bag of chocolate money.

“Minor” Awards (for those not present at the dinner)
Bottomless Pit – Alex Metcalfe : For regularly consuming vast quantities of homemade breakfast cereal and enormous
“doorstopper” size wraps for lunch.

Jammy Sod – Olly Nicholson : For posting a message on UKC Partners Wanted Forum ahead of a trip to Cornwall and
ending up with Andy March, the Climbers Club “West Cornwall” guidebook writer as his partner.

Club “Apprentice” – Savini Rajapakse : 5 young apprentices were set the challenge of the infamous HVS 5a move on
Todys Wall at Froggatt Edge. “Girlpower” won the day and Savini cruised it in the best style.

Major Awards (for the unsuspecting attendees at the dinner)
“Wrynose Pass Unintentional” – James Evett and Val Lum : For deciding on a very early winter start and somehow
managed to drive over both Wrynose and Hardknott Passes in icy conditions with Val having to push occasionally to stop the
car slipping downhill! AWARD: a Tonka toy 4WD car

Bionic Woman – Maryke Gosliga : For battling back from two knee replacement operations to be fit enough for meets
in 2019. AWARD: A card with picture of the superhero “Super-Maryke” and her two lieutenants “Mighty Mel” and “Ray-Man”

Tick-list ticker – Peter Anderson : For completing the ascent of all 214 Wainwright mountains and doing the final one on
his 60th birthday. AWARD: a chocolate medal

Hot Footing It – Paul Turton : For driving “leisurely” through the glens of Torridon and Applecross in Jenny’s car and
noticing his feet getting hot and the brakes not working. Back at HQ no trace of a fault could be found and only when the car
cooled down did it show there was nothing wrong – except perhaps driver error? AWARD: a can of freeze spray to cool his
overheated parts

Most improved navigator – Fiona Broadbent : For taking the initiative to overcome a longstanding bugbear and
successfully getting to grips with the art of navigation. Further improvement is only going to be likely when she doesn’t lose
both pairs of glasses on the same meet! AWARD: a chocolate “compass” medal.

Reg Monks Award
Alex Sharp This award is given in memory of a much-loved former club president to somebody who embodies the spirit of
the club. Alex has been an ACC member for 8 years, he regularly attends meets and participates in all club activities – climbing,
walking, skiing. He has gained the respect of all club members because he does this despite longstanding physical difficulties.
He is constantly trying to improve his climbing grade and has done “extensive research” into the fear of falling. He has served
on the Committee as Membership Secretary and is the organiser of the popular Milton Keynes Climb and Curry sessions.
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A little ditty from the ex-Chairman to the new Chairman
After Diccon had completed the official awards at the Christmas Dinner, the ex-Chairman announced that he had
composed a little ditty which he would like to dedicate to someone present at the dinner…
A climber from Thame, had an excellent game,
to climb in the winter when ice would not splinter.
To the hills he advanced, for pleasure enhanced,
the routes were enticing, the challenge inviting.
On reaching his stance, to a belay did prance,
by white snow entranced, to safe ground he advanced.

But hark to that sound—of cracking all around,
he should not have dismissed, a small lochan he’d missed!
His legs were a quiver, sinking forever,
our ice man descended—expletives extensive.
His progress defeated, his pride quite depleted,
as manhood descended to depths unintended!
Dear listener, the moral is simple,
in winter — be nimble!
Paul Turton, December 2018 (with apologies to Pam Eyres)

ACC Committee Meeting Minutes (Cont’d)
Recommendations from the retiring committee The following recommendations are made by the retiring committee:
That the guest fee should remain at the present level of £2.50 per night. That the £3.00 student discount still applies to the
normal membership fee. That new members joining after 30 June will have a reduction of £5 to reflect the reduced
membership for BMC Affiliation. Likewise Student memberships paid after that date will also be reduced.
These were all adopted.
AOB We now have a key box with a code for opening it and a padlock to lock it to something outside the huts that have a key.
The meeting closed at 9.17pm.

Meeting Date: 8th January 2019
Present: Jenny Walker, Diccon Proctor, Richard Andrews, Adam Craig, Moira Domican, Richard Lodge, Val Lum, Barry Wright
Apologies: none
Skye was oversubscribed and “The Hat” deployed to select 7 people NOT going, with a second draw to re-select a name to go
as the last draw was for a person in a ‘couple’. “The Twenty” chosen ones will be emailed to make it clear that they can sell
their place by contacting Moira or Diccon who have the reserves list.
2020 Meets: Caseg Fraith has been booked for 17/18 July. Too early to book MAM huts for January/February but preferred
dates have been given (17/18 Jan and 14/15 Feb). There is a new MAM hut at Two Dales near Matlock. Locations for Scottish
meet are being researched, Richard requested info such as prices and climbing availability.
Treasurer’s Report: internet banking is now up and running. The first transfer was to pay the deposit on Caseg Fraith for July
2020. Online payments for meets will only be accepted from those unable to get to the pub on sign-up night. Richard has been
checking meet costs. No significant correlations were found to explain losses or surpluses. Some historical losses do justify our
reserve amount. For poorly attended meets it was agreed that a fairer fee should be charged rather than trying to break even
by sharing the cost across all attendees. £183.56 was collected at the Christmas Meal for Wasdale Mountain Rescue.
Membership: Adam is receiving advice regarding handling of membership and compliance with GDPR. Membership may drop
without Green Park incentive; we will need to increase other climbing wall options.
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Trip Reports
14th-16th September 2018, George Starkey Hut, Patterdale
Peter & Debbie Anderson, Chris & Nick Lovell, Kay & Barry Wright, Richard Lodge, Celia B-P, Val Lum, James Evett, Geoff
Bowles, Mel, Maryke & Raymond Gosliga, Karrie, Jenny Tilden-Walker, Paul Turton, John Wilson, Bob & Pam (in their camper)
and Graham & Wendy (for Saturday).
Those who perhaps were put off by the weather forecast missed a great weekend. Also a great continued 60th birthday
celebration for Peter and his completion of all the Wainrights.
Saturday, 15th Sept
The weather was fine with good visibility and very occasional showers.
Geoff walked from the hut over Place Fell, down to the unexpected secret tea
shop by Ullswater and back along the Ullswater valley. A really nice walk with
excellent views of Helvellyn and varied terrain.
Chris, Debbie and Jenny (along with many other members) took the Lady of
the Lake steamer to Howtown and walked along the bridleway up Boredale
Beck and back down to Patterdale (there was a huge amount of work being
done on the descent path).
The rest of the steamer brigade took a slightly longer route going up and over
Steel Knotts to High Street, then down to High Raise before heading back via
The Knott and Angle Tarn.
In the evening 20 of us were booked in at the White Lion. When we placed our orders for food we were told it would be 40
minutes – fine – but that turned into more like 1.5 hours followed by the landlord publicly calling Jenny a liar! Thank you to
Paul and Peter for defending her honour! (Thank you also to Peter for his generous provision of beer for the weekend).
Sunday 16th Sept
Sunday’s weather after raining all night became beautifully sunny.
Paul and Jenny parked at Hartsop and went up Threshthwaite Glen to Thornthwaite Crag, over High Street and the Knott, down
to Hayeswater and back down to Hartsop. Good training day for Jenny’s trek in October.
Nick, Chris, Kay and Barry went up Grisedale crossed over the footbridge and back down the other side to the tea shop.

12th-14th October 2018, Bwlch-y-moch, Tremadog
Vince Slade, Diccon Proctor, Olly Nicholson, Savini Rajapakse, Alex Metcalf, Mel Gosliga, Maryke Gosliga, Graham Field
Friday, 12th Oct
It was very wet all day!
Diccon, Vince and Olly made a late morning start on the trip up. Upon arrival we
made the hut feel a little more homely (we lit the fire) and drank tea. Scrabble
and Cards Against Humanity kept us amused during the evening. Cards Against
Humanity brought words from Diccon’s mouth that I honestly never thought I
would hear coming from him!
Saturday, 13th Oct
It rained!
Graham joined the fun and met everyone (less Maryke) at the Beacon Climbing
Centre in Caernarfon due to the rather inclement weather. Here Diccon proved
his mastery putting up a time on the speed climb only 20 times slower than
world class.
Sunday, 14th Oct
Vince, Olly, Savini, Alex, Diccon, Graham had a damp start and sunny finish
cragging at the Upper Tier, Pant Ifan. Beautiful views out to the estuary and Irish
Sea. Mix of single pitch climbs – Fallen Block Climb, M.T.N., Central Staircase,
Bulging Wall.
Mel and Maryke went for a Welsh wild waterfall experience ;-) (i.e. a stroll to
Aber Falls). Mel promised to take his first shower of the weekend!
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Trip Reports (cont’d)
23rd-25th November 2018, Fylde Mountaineering Hut, Little Langdale
Moira Dominican, Adam Gough, Barry Wright, Kay Wright, Nick Lovell, Chris Lovell, Val Lum, James Evett, John Wilson, Fiona
Broadbent, Diccon Proctor, Alex Sharp, Ian Hylton, Paul Turton, Jenny Tilden-Walker
Friday, 23rd Nov
Alex, Val and James walked from Blea Tarn to the Pike of Blisco which was bathed in sunshine. We then descended to Red Tarn
and ascended towards Great Knot where we had our lunch luxuriating in the sun. The route across Crinkle Crag was lightly
covered in snow. We walked down to Langdale via the path below Earing Crag. We walked through the farm yard at Stool End
where we saw highland cattle and a Long Horn bull with a ring through his nose. We returned to the car park at Blea Tarn in
the dark having had a very satisfying walk on a lovely sunny day.
Barry, Kay, Nick and Chris walked from the hut to Skelwith Bridge, on to Elterwater (stopping briefly at the Britannia pub) and
then on to Little Langdale (and the Three Shires pub) and back to the hut.
Saturday, 24th Nov
Val, Jenny and Chris did a walk to Elterwater and returned along the
Cumbrian Way to Cathedral Quarry. A really lovely low level walk, lots of
interest including a waterfall (and tea rooms).
Barry, Kay, Nick, Diccon, James and Fiona had a big day heading up
Wetherlam, across the Prison Band to Swirl How, along the Carrs and
dropping down to the Three Shire Stone at the top of Wrynose Pass. Then
on to Pike of Blisco, across Wrynose Fell, around Blea Tarn and finishing
over Lingmoor Fell before dropping down to a well earned pint at the Three
Shires. It was only 12 miles but with 6,000 feet of ascent and descent (some
people were a bit tired the next day).

Sunday, 25th Nov
Paul and Jenny parked car at NT carpark (if not a member would cost £7.50!).
Steeply (very!) up to Brown How. Enjoyed peaceful break and then
surrounded by 20 noisy walkers so to avoid them we turned east and went
over rough ground, no paths and very enjoyable descent to Elterwater and
Chapel Stile. Back to Great Langdale on Cumbria Way. Then a sting in the tail,
up out of the NT camp site and finally round Blea Tarn and back to car –
perfect Turton timing, i.e. just before dark.
Chris Lovell gave Kay, Barry and Nick a guided tour of Cathedral Quarry after
which we moved the car to Chapel Stile and did a lovely riverside walk back
along Great Langdale to the Old Dungeon Gill for a quick pint and then back
along the other side of the river to Chapel Stile.
At the New Dungeon Gill we just happened to bump into Diccon, Ian, Fiona, John and Alex as they came down from Stickle Tarn
having done a loop from Elterwater. Cleverly they had left Diccon’s car at the New Dungeon Gill and Ian’s car at Elterwater. Not
so cleverly, Diccon had also left his car keys at Elterwater!

7th-9th December 2018, Homestead Bunkhouse, Bamford
Moira & Adam, Nick Lovell, Nick & Sally, Paul Turton, Jenny Tilden-Walker, Val & James, Alex Metcalf, Geoff Bowles, Graham,
Max, Peter Anderson, Brenda, Alex and Mel.
A sadly depleted number for this meet (Chris and Debs off Christmas shopping, Maryke nursing her new knees, etc).
Saturday, 8th Dec
The weather was awful at breakfast but sunny by 10am – enough to make everyone plan decent days, but rain set in again at
lunch time. However, we celebrated Moira’s birthday with cake from Adam and balloons from Val & James. It was Geoff’s
birthday as well (and Vincent’s is also around this time) – apologies from Jenny for forgetting them all! (she blames old age).
Sunday, 9th Dec
The weather was much better. Paul and Jenny had a good day, getting back, as usual, in the dark but a nice long day for a
winter one.
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The ‘Other Team’ - Lakes Meet, Nov 2018
It was clear that Graham was going to have a problem with hut spaces at the Little Langdale hut. Myself, Richard and Barry had
always planned to stay an extra night at the Climbers Club hut in Grange, Borrowdale, so decided to decamp there instead for
the whole weekend. Graham and Wendy joined us. This split the meet of course, but meant that everyone got a hut space.
Myself, Richard and Barry arrived about midday on Friday, dumped kit in the hut and headed out to Castle Crag. Not a long
walk but with spectacular views up and down Borrowdale and the sun low in the sky by now. From Castle crag we walked to
the Rosthwaite bridge (didn’t have time to call in at the Scafell) and back along the valley to meet Graham and Wendy at the
hut.
Saturday was planned as ‘big day’. This meant the Newlands skyline, but starting from the Grange hut. This involved going
most of the way up Cat Bells then down again to Little Town, before the start of the walk proper. We then walked up Scope
End to Hindscarth then on to Dalehead and down to Dalehead Tarn. There was an easy decent option here but we had time to
add High Spy to the summit list. Between High Spy and Maiden Moor there is a very direct (i.e. steep) decent down to Grange,
along by Nitting Haws, which we took arriving back at the hut in the last of the daylight and a welcome cup tea.
On Sunday, Barry pleaded a ‘bad back’ and had an easy day. The rest of us did Glaramara and Allen crags, starting from
Seatoller and descending via Grains Gill. The issue with this route is the tedious bit from the end of the walk proper at Stockley
Bridge, back to Seatoller. I had warned the others that I was going to be a ‘grumpy old git’ for this bit but they managed to
keep me amused and I quite enjoyed it. Being near to Keswick, a meal at the Dog and Gun just ‘had to be done’ that evening.
On Monday it was down to the three of us again and the plan was Blencathra via Sharp Edge. However there was a very heavy
overnight frost and we decided that Sharp Edge might be a ‘bit skatey’ so opted for Scales Fell with a descent down Doddick
Fell for a short day on what is a very fine mountain.

All in all a good trip with fine (if cold) weather. Obviously it’s best not a split a meet but on this occasion it solved a problem.
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Caption Competition
So this is what hair on the top of
your head feels like!!!
A man’s best friend

Here’s the picture for this
issue. Send your caption
suggestions to me at
barry_wright@outlook.com

Sheep: “You’re not the first”
Barry: “Neither are you!”
Which one is Barry
Nice to meet you Baaaarry. Now
stop touching me there!
Foreplay in public :-O
Sheep: #MeToo
Feeling a bit sheepish

General Information
Recycling on Meets
Generally we are pretty good now at recycling on meets. Please remember, if you brought it with you and it is
recyclable, take it home, or recycle locally. Thank You.
Kit
If you need to stock up on kit, remember that several shops offer discounts to members. The Climbers Shop at
Stoney Stratford, Cotswold Outdoor and Fox’s of Amersham all offer discounts to members when using the
appropriate codes.
Guides
If you want a Cicerone Guide please be aware Aylesbury Climbing Club are able to get a 25% discount.
Local Climbing Walls
Various members of the Club climb at local walls.
On Thursday evenings a regular group can be found at Oxford Brookes. On Friday lunchtimes a group meets at
Reading. Finally at Big Rock at Milton Keynes on the last Friday evening in the month there is a ‘Climb and Curry’
Evening. Climbing from 7ish before retiring to the Purple Mango at around 9pm. Please contact Alex if you wish to
join us.

Your Committee

Newsletter Contributions

Committee Members

Committee Post

Phone

Chairman
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Meets 2019
Meets 2020

Diccon Proctor
Jenny Walker
Val Lum
Richard Andrews
Moira Domican
Richard Lodge

07799 686080
01296 713269
01844 345727
01494 526645
07887 750 500
07847 724041

Membership
Newsletter Editor

Adam Craig
Barry Wright

07860 553984
07903 578302

All contributions for
the newsletter are
welcome.
Please email Barry at:
barry_wright@outlook.com

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events,
photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and other club
activities, visit Yahoo! , Facebook and the club website

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual
authors and do not necessarily represent the views or ethos of the
editor, the committee or the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.

www.acc.org.uk
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